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This essay examines how sporting victories can be seen as instruments of power outside of
the athletic world, and the role of the East German government in achieving these wins for
their country. The extreme lengths the people in power went to resulted in ramifications that
are still felt today.
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“I was exploited and abused by our coaches and doctors on behalf of the state, East
Germany.”1

These words are straight from the mouth of East German rhythmic gymnast Susann Scheller
who was administered performance enhancing drugs, without her knowledge, when just a
child. In an attempt to gain global recognition, East Germany embarked on a costly athlete
doping regime that was an extreme abuse of the power by the government. This scandal
lasted from the late 1960s until German reunification in 1990.2 Even today Scheller, and over
10,000 others,3 are living with the horrific side effects of this bid for international
prominence that the country’s people in power attempted to achieve through sporting
victories.
After their defeat in World War II, Germany was a nation divided.4 It was split into four
different sectors with Britain, France, the United States, and the Soviet Union each occupying
a certain part.5 Growing Russian paranoia over the Allies unifying their zones of the country
into a powerful, united front6 resulted in the Berlin Blockade: a Soviet-imposed barrier
placed between the Eastern and Western parts of Germany.7 And so followed the erecting of
the Berlin Wall in 1961,8 launching East and West Germany into competition: a battle of
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ideologies between two government styles that could not be more different.9 Overshadowed
by the economic boom in the West10 and their reputation as simply another Communist
Soviet ally in the Cold War,11 East Germany embarked on a mission to stand out; to find
something that would give them power and respect on the world stage.12 The government
deduced that, with the help of performance enhancing drugs, “sports were one area in which
this small state… could really outrun the rest of the world.”13
Sporting victories fulfil people’s hunger to prove strength: a desire that has existed
throughout time. Winners have always stood out as being special, talented and strong; within
sport and out victors are hailed as heroes.14 To the East German government, the people in
power for a nation whose ideological rivals were flourishing while their own country was
floundering,15 winning was so important that they were willing to do whatever it took in
order to achieve victories.16 As an attempt to halt the thousands of East Germans scaling the
wall each day to try and reach the West,17 sporting festivals were introduced to distract the
country’s own citizens from the West German economic boom.18 Katja Hofmann, a woman
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who was affected by the doping as a child, reflected on how citizens were always told “We
[East Germany] are better than the West.”19 Soon enough, this image of a strong, healthy and
athletically skilled nation was also projected onto the rest of the world. Sports became almost
like a religion to East Germans. Overseas competitions meant huge amounts of pressure for
athletes and their coaches to win and do themselves, and their country, proud.20 Politicians
soon decided that, in order to change how East Germany was perceived, they would use
sporting success as a fast and cost-effective way of being viewed as a powerful nation.21 The
government created an image of their citizens being great sportspeople: healthy and strong
products of life in a Communist paradise.22 Frank Hellmuth, an East German handball player,
was always told that “medals [were]… more important than the truth.”23 Victories were seen
as such huge instruments of power by the East German government that they were willing to
achieve them at any cost.24

The athlete doping scheme, orchestrated to try to gain sporting victories and power for the
nation, was a horrific experiment conducted on athletes by the government. Manfred Ewald,
the president of the German Gymnastics and Sports Federation, was the most influential
person in the world of East German sports at the time and is known for being the driving
force behind the drug scandal.25 He drafted State Plan 14.25: the law that made it state policy
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for athletes to be administered performance enhancing drugs by their coaches.26 For six years
prior to the time doping became compulsory, the East German government was conducting
experiments on athletes such as giving female shot-putter Margitta Gummel performance
enhancing drugs before she competed in the Olympics.27 Greeted with the success of
achieving a higher medal count at the 1972 games than their rival West Germany,28 the
government had all the proof they needed that their illegal scheme was working. In 1974 the
doping of athletes became state policy.29 Over 10,000 sportspeople were affected, some of
whom were younger than ten years old and had no idea they were being doped.30 The East
German secret police, also known as the Stasi,31 had over 3,000 spies in place in the sporting
industry to ensure that coaches and teams were complying with the doping laws.32 Of the few
athletes who were informed about the drugs or were suspicious of the pills and injections they
were constantly given, those who refused to take part were threatened with being banned
from competing ever again.33 Rica Reinisch, an East German swimmer, once refused to be
given an injection before a competition. In response, her “coach came and said: Rica, either
you let them give you this stuff or your four years of training have been for nothing.”34
However, athletes who decided that quitting would be the best way to avoid the drugs’
horrible symptoms were met with an entirely different reaction all together. Recovered Stasi
meeting transcripts document how a certain athlete had “decided to cease high-level
26
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competitive sports following the Summer Olympics so that… she wouldn’t one day look like
[a man]. Thereupon, the… leadership presented her with the choice to either continue with
high level competitive sports or face the revocation of all further support.”35 The doping
scheme owed its success to how incredibly organised it was: the government even built
centres for the sole purpose of testing their athletes to ensure they would not fail drug tests
overseas,36 and conducted years of research into how to avoid positive results in test
situations. The country even had doctors who were part of the Olympic anti-drug committee,
acting as spies and sending warnings about new drug detection procedures.37 Katharina
Bullin, an East German volleyball player, stated “the story was always the same: that there
were nasty capitalist athletes who were using doping drugs to get ahead, and back then I
thought: that’s terrible, because it’s not about fairness anymore then, is it? It would never
have crossed my mind that they were putting things in our food and our shots. We were so
trusting!”38 The East German doping scandal was an incredibly strict and regimented
program which is why it had such success in secretly giving athletes performance enhancing
drugs, often without their knowledge.
In the words of current Olympic drug testing lab operator Dr Don Caitlin, “[East Germany’s]
system [of doping athletes] was successful if you count the medals… but it was not
successful if you count the human tragedy.”39 The doped athletes die around 12 years sooner
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than the rest of the population,40 and one in ten of them suffer from cancer.41 The drugs can
cause the masculinisation of women and feminisation of men,42 with East German shot-putter
Heidi Krieger (now Andreas Krieger) experiencing physical and psychological changes so
severe that they warranted sex reassignment surgery.43 Children of athletes are frequently
disabled, known as second-generation victims. After the scandal’s exposure the government
experienced costs such as compensation payments to athletes; however, these payments were
still considerably smaller than most people believe the victims deserved. 44 Manfred
Hoeppner, a head sporting doctor in East Germany, and Manfred Ewald, the man who made
doping a state policy, were eventually charged with the “intentional bodily harm of athletes,
including minors”, yet were both given suspended sentences.45 The lack of jail time meant
that the only real cost for these men was a damaged reputation. The world’s view of East
Germany as a whole was also tarnished. Dr Hoeppner spoke of how, after the scandal was
exposed at German reunification,46 “East German sport [was]… discredited.”47 Unfortunately
this also affected the athletes, although no athletes had their medals revoked,48 Ines Geipel, a
record-breaking East German track and field athlete, reflected back on her victory saying that
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her “record was criminal.”49 While most athletes had no knowledge that they were on
performance enhancing drugs, when the scandal was exposed they felt like all of their hard
work had been for nothing. While the people in power in the doping scandal experienced
costs in the form of having to pay compensations and being charged with their crimes,
unfortunately the costs for the athletes were far more pronounced.

The process that the East German government underwent to dope their athletes was not only
very costly but also a huge abuse of their power. Sports doctors, scientists, and all other
people involved were forced by the government to sign confidentiality agreements, and they
were made well aware that if they broke these they would be arrested or possibly killed by
the widely-feared Stasi.50 This is a violation of Article 19 of the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights (UDHR) which states that everyone has the right to freedom of speech.51 In
the trial of Manfred Ewald for the harm he caused athletes, the judge said that Ewald was
“merciless” in trying to get victories for his country; winning medals was put before athletes’
health.52 Governments have an obligation to protect their citizens, not intentionally harm
them as part of a bid for power. The government also forced scientists and doctors to break
their professions’ codes of ethics. Employees had no choice other than to comply since they
knew Stasi spies would otherwise inform the government that they were defying them.53
Article 12 of the UDHR states that everyone has the right to privacy,54 and the intricate
spying network created by the government abused this right. Whilst many people would
assume that the horrific side effects experienced by athletes were beyond anything the East
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German government had ever imagined, this was unfortunately not the case. Recovered Stasi
meeting transcripts revealed a conversation between leaders saying when a “track-and-field
athlete… was checked into the Erlabrunn Hospital… the doctor determined that the liver
failure observed was the result of the ingestion of anabolic steroids.”55 The head of clinical
research for the doping program, and Stasi spy, Dr Rainer Hartwich said “we knew certain
liver functions could be affected, so we did talk about these things… [but] were not put
off.”56 People younger than ten were forced to train until they “dropped”,57 and young
athletes and their parents were not even informed that the pills and injections the children
were constantly being administered by their doctors were harmful, illegal drugs. Inhuman
treatment includes “serious physical or psychological abuse in a health care setting”,58 which
is exactly what this process was. No one shall be subject to inhuman treatment under Article
5 of the UDHR.59 These are just a few of the many ways the government abused their power
and used their authority to scare people into complying with them, violating many human
rights.

The East German doping scheme is clearly an example of a government using sport as an
instrument of power, while unfortunately flouting their responsibilities and creating many
costs in the process. The government endeavoured to use athletic victories as power outside
of sport; using wins to make their country seem prosperous and strong. This led to the
orchestration of a very sophisticated program in which they gave their athletes performance
enhancing drugs resulting in many negative impacts on athletes, people in power, and the
nation as a whole. The outrageous way citizens were treated by the government was
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definitely an abuse of state authority. Evidence and testimonies from people involved prove
that while this corrupt bid for power was successful in achieving medals and international
recognition, on its discovery it tarnished the government and nation’s reputation forever,
along with ruining the lives of countless innocent people.
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